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Current manufacturing processes for recombinant adeno-asso-
ciated viruses (rAAVs) have less-than-desired yields and pro-
duce significant amounts of empty capsids. The increasing
demand and the high cost of goods for rAAV-based gene ther-
apies motivate development of more efficient manufacturing
processes. Recently, the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) approved the first rAAV-based gene therapy product
manufactured in the baculovirus expression vector system
(BEVS), a technology that demonstrated production of high ti-
ters of full capsids. This work presents a first mechanistic model
describing the key extracellular and intracellular phenomena
occurring during baculovirus infection and rAAV maturation
in the BEVS. The model predictions are successfully validated
for in-house and literature experimental measurements of the
vector genome and of structural and non-structural proteins
collected during rAAV manufacturing in the BEVS with the
TwoBac and ThreeBac constructs. A model-based analysis of
the process is carried out to identify the bottlenecks that limit
full capsid formation. Vector genome amplification is found to
be the limiting step for rAAV production in Sf9 cells using
either the TwoBac or ThreeBac system. In turn, vector genome
amplification is hindered by limiting Rep78 levels. Transgene
and non-essential baculovirus protein expression in the insect
cell during rAAV manufacturing also negatively influences
the rAAV production yields.

INTRODUCTION
Recombinant adeno-associated virus (rAAV) is an important vector
for in vivo and ex vivo gene therapy. The first gene therapy treatments
approved in the US1 and in the European Union2 rely on rAAV vec-
tors, and currently more than 200 clinical trials worldwide involve
rAAV-based therapies.3 Considering that up to 30 new rAAV thera-
pies are expected to be launched by 2025,4 the demand for rAAVs is
estimated to soon exceed the production capacity, potentially limiting
access to these therapeutics for pre-clinical and clinical trials and for
treating patients.5 At the same time, there is a substantial need to
122 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 30 Septe
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reduce the cost of goods for manufacturing rAAV-based gene thera-
pies, often exceeding $1 million per dose.6 These issues motivate the
development of more efficient processes for rAAV manufacturing.

State-of-the-art technology for rAAV manufacturing is based on
either mammalian or insect cell lines, into which the genes for
AAV production are introduced through transfection or infection
processes. The most productive processes for mammalian cells are
based on suspension cultures, with AAV genes introduced using
either transient transfection with plasmids or infection with recombi-
nant human herpes simplex virus type 1.7,8 These systems produce
large amounts of empty rAAV capsids (up to 80%–95% of the to-
tal),9,10 which are associated with a low rAAV volumetric titer and ex-
tra cost and processes for enriching the filled particles before admin-
istering the vector to the patient. In contrast, rAAV manufacturing
through recombinant baculovirus (BV) infection of insect cell lines
can reliably achieve filled-to-empty capsid ratios ranging from
50%–80%.11,12 The cell line derived from Spodoptera frugiperda
(Sf9) is conventionally used with the BV expression vector system
(BEVS).13,14 Compared with mammalian cell-based processes, insect
cells have multiple advantages. Production of recombinant proteins
with the BEVS in Sf9 suspension cultures is well established, including
for vaccine manufacturing.15 In addition, insect cells are intrinsically
more resistant to contamination from human pathogens than
mammalian cell lines,16 and, in insect cells, many mammalian pro-
moters are inactive or attenuated; hence, detrimental effects caused
by transgene expression during rAAV production are averted. BV
infection propagates through virus budding in the same cells that
produce rAAVs, resulting in near-quantitative infection of the cell
culture. In contrast, transient transfection does not result in cell-to-
cell spread of plasmid; hence, transfection efficiency is a major
mber 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s).
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determinant of productivity. In addition, transient transfections
require 1 mg per liter of plasmid DNA (pDNA) or more, which rep-
resents a substantial financial component of the cost of goods for
large-scale, clinical-grade production. Multiple clinical rAAV vectors
for gene therapies are already produced in Sf9 cells with the BEVS,2

and the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently approved,
for the first time, a gene therapy product manufactured with the BEVS
(HEMGENIX).17,18 Different versions of the BEVS have been devel-
oped to produce rAAV with Sf9 cells through infection from recom-
binant Autographa californica multiple nuclear polyhedrosis viruses
(AcMNPV): ThreeBac,19 TwoBac,20 OneBac,21 and MonoBac.22 In
each version of the BEVS, the genetic elements for producing rAAVs
(Rep, Cap, and the vector genome template)8 are split among different
recombinant BVs or integrated into the host genome. The first study
demonstrating production of rAAVs in insect cells introduced the
ThreeBac system,19 involving coinfection of Sf9 cells with three vi-
ruses (Figure S1). The three recombinant BVs (repBV, capBV, and
goiBV) carry the genetic information necessary for rAAV produc-
tion8 in four cassettes (Figure 1A): Rep52 and Rep78 in repBV, Cap
in capBV, and the inverted terminal repeat/gene of interest (ITR/
GOI) cassette in goiBV.10 The ThreeBac system, as originally
described, demonstrated poor passage stability because of inverted
repeats of homologous regions of the Rep52 and Rep78 genes in
repBV. Since then, different improved BV constructs for rAAV
manufacturing have been proposed.23,24 The TwoBac system20 was
the first set of constructs to overcome the passage instability limita-
tion of ThreeBac. In TwoBac, Sf9 cells are coinfected by only two re-
combinant BVs: repcapBV and goiBV (Figure 1). While goiBV in
TwoBac is equivalent to the one used in ThreeBac, repcapBV features
both Rep and Cap open reading frames (ORFs). The Rep cassette ex-
presses both Rep78 and Rep52 (in nearly equivalent levels) from a sin-
gle transcript, while the Cap ORF, again from a single transcript, ex-
presses AAV structural proteins (VP1, VP2, and VP3) in appropriate
stoichiometric ratios to mimic the capsid composition of the wild-
type AAV. Recently, rAAV production in insect cells using only
one recombinant BV has been demonstrated with the OneBac and
MonoBac systems. In the OneBac system,21 an insect cell line with
stably integrated Rep and Cap cassettes is infected by goiBV. In the
Figure 1. TwoBac and ThreeBac constructs

(a) TwoBac delivers the genetic information for rAAV production through two BVs: goiBV

cassette fromwhich both Rep52 and Rep78 are expressed and aCap cassette fromwh

is used, butRep andCap are delivered through two separate BVs: repBV and capBV, res

cassettes. The promoters in all cassettes in TwoBac and ThreeBac are the strong A. ca

which contains the O. pseudotsugata weak immediate-early promoter DIE1 instead. (B)

present low death kinetics (kdeath:T ). Virions in the medium bind uninfected cells with k

binding kinetics (kbind ). Coinfection from repcapBV and goiBV is necessary for rAAV prod

(kdeath;I ). Budded virions are released in the very late infection stage with rate krel . Virion

network. Receptor-bound BV is transported into the nucleus (kint ). Rerouting to lysosom

DNA replicates (krepl ) in the nucleus. Transcription from the promoters used in TwoBac (p

slightly different transcription kinetics (kp10 and kpolh ). Rep52 and Rep78 are synthetized

proteins translated from the Cap transcript. The transgene is expressed through the p10

of goiBV. Rep78 and Rep52 play a role in vector genome amplification (Kampl ) and en

proteins (kd;rep ), for mRNA (kd;mRNA ), and for the non-encapsidated vector genome (kd;D

(C) were created with BioRender (https://biorender.com/).
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MonoBac system,22 Sf9 cells are instead infected by a recombinant
BV carrying all cassettes necessary for rAAV production.

Although rAAVmanufacturingwith the BEVS is a promising technol-
ogy,many challenges remain to be addressed.Mechanisticmodeling is
an invaluable tool to support (bio)pharmaceutical process develop-
ment25,26 because it allows a faster understanding of the process
dynamics with less time-consuming and expensive experiments
compared with traditional process development.25,26 Recently, mech-
anistic modeling of rAAV production via transient transfection of
mammalian cells identified bottlenecks in the process and was used
to propose improvements to the system.27 Mathematical models for
BV infection and production of recombinant proteins and virus-like
particles have been proposed in the past.28–36 To the best of our knowl-
edge, no mathematical model has been developed to describe and
improve rAAVproduction with the BEVS, a processmuchmore com-
plex than standard manufacturing of recombinant proteins.

This work presents the first mechanistic model for BV infection and
rAAV production from insect cells. The model is developed for two-
wave synchronous infection; namely, it can simulate the process when
BVmultiplicity of infection (MOI) is large enough to infect all cells of
the batch shortly after that infectious BV is added to the system (first
wave) or, at most, after that budded BV is released from the first wave
of infected cells (second wave). The model considers the intermediate
steps of BV binding, BV transport to the nucleus and replication,
release of budded BV, transcription and translation of AAV genes,
rAAV capsid formation, Rep protein synthesis, vector genome ampli-
fication, and vector genome encapsidation. The parameters of the
model are estimated from data available in the literature. The model
is extensively validated for in-house and literature experimental data-
sets that report dynamic measurements of intermediates and rAAV
titers collected during batch processing for TwoBac and ThreeBac.
The model is also validated for literature data collected from stably
transfected cell lines. An in silico process analysis is carried out,
including model simulation, sensitivity analysis, and uncertainty
analysis, to investigate the productivity bottlenecks for TwoBac and
ThreeBac, the systems for which the model has been more extensively
and repcapBV. goiBV carries the ITR/GOI cassette, while repcapBV contains a Rep

ich the structural proteins are expressed. In ThreeBac, the same goiBV as in TwoBac

pectively. In repBV, Rep proteins are expressed through separate Rep52 and Rep78

lifornica very late promoters polh and p10, except for the Rep78 cassette in repBV,

TwoBac: BV infection model. Uninfected cells duplicate with kinetic constant m and

inetic constant kbind0. Infected cells are infected by additional virus with decreased

uction. Infected cells do not duplicate and experience an accelerated death kinetics

s in the medium slowly degrade (kd;V ). (C) TwoBac: intracellular reaction-transport

es leads to degradation of several (h) BVs. In the late stage of the infection, the viral

olh and p10) occurs during the very late infection stage. The two promoters present

(ktransl ) from the Rep transcript, while empty rAAV capsids form from the structural

promoter. Vector genome amplification (kampl ) originates from the ITR/GOI cassette

capsidation (kencaps ), respectively. Non-negligible degradation is registered for Rep
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validated. Potential strategies are discussed for increasing productiv-
ity for TwoBac, currently the most widely used BEVS construct for
rAAV production. Finally, a differential analysis is carried out be-
tween modeling rAAV production in insect and mammalian cell
lines.

RESULTS
Amodel is developed for batch production of rAAVs in Sf9 cells using
the BEVS. Taking as reference the TwoBac process, the formulation of
the model is outlined in the “mathematical model formulation” sec-
tion under materials and methods, which also summarizes the differ-
ences across TwoBac, ThreeBac, and stable cell line production
modeling. The model features 35 parameters (Table 1), which are
either retrieved from the literature or estimated from experimental
data, as outlined in the “parameter estimation strategy” section under
materials and methods. The TwoBac and ThreeBac constructs are
shown in Figure 1A. The steps and species considered by the model
for TwoBac and ThreeBac are shown in Figures 1 and S1, respectively.
In the remainder of this manuscript, full rAAV capsids are inter-
changeably referred to as filled capsids or encapsidated vector ge-
nomes as opposed to empty capsids.

BV infection dynamics

Binding

A BV binding to insect cells is a fast process at MOIs (MOI between
0.01 and 100 plaque-forming units [PFU] per cell) and cell densities
(a 5� 105 cells/mL) of practical interest for the BEVS.29,43 The viral
uptake rate of infected cells decreases as the infection cycle progress
and is eventually halted completely because of down-regulation of re-
ceptors induced by the virus.29,32 Viral binding inhibition dynamics is
important for the TwoBac and ThreeBac systems, where rAAV pro-
duction requires host cell coinfection with at least, respectively, 2 and
3 different BVs (one per type). Parameter estimation on data reported
by Nielsen32 indicates that the binding kinetic constant for uninfected
cells is equal to kbind0 = 6.3 � 10�7 ± 1.1 � 10�7 mL cell�1 h�1 and
that the binding kinetic constant for infected cells (kbind) starts decay-
ing exponentially at the infection time tbind = 1.8 ± 0.5 h post infec-
tion (hpi), with decay constant bbind = 0.149 ± 0.029 h�1. As a result,
the BV uptake rate from infected cells decays rapidly with progress of
infection, and infected cells do not practically bind any more virus by
the time budded BV is released (trel;on = 18 ± 2 hpi).29,31,44 Hence,
budded virions do not bind to the cells that produced them or to syn-
chronously infected cells. The estimated parameters are consistent
with fast BV binding, as found previously in the literature.29 Accord-
ing to the model, for cell concentrations larger than approximately
1 � 106 cell mL�1, all infective virions are internalized by the cells
in 4–6 h from process onset (data not shown). As a result, for
MOIs as low as 3 PFU/cell per BV type, more than 85% and 90% of
cells achieve a productive infection configuration in, respectively,
the ThreeBac and TwoBac systems (Table S1).

Transport to the nucleus and replication

Internalization and transport to the nucleus of receptor-bound BVs
have been studied by Dee and Shuler,29 who estimated the kinetic
Molecular The
constants for endocytosis, release into the cytosol, and transport to
the nucleus of BVs. All of the steps the receptor-bound BV undergoes
until nuclear entry can be approximated with negligible error as a sin-
gle step, with the kinetic constant corresponding to the rate-deter-
mining step; namely, the step presenting the lowest kinetic constant:
release of the BV from the endosome into the cytosol (kint = 0.6 ± 0.12
h�1).29 BV degradation in lysosomes during trafficking to the nucleus
is accounted for by considering that only h = 50% of the internalized
BV reaches the nucleus.29 The kinetic parameters for BV DNA repli-
cation are estimated from data collected in four batch experiments at
different cell densities reported in the literature,39 with the model fit
shown in Figure S2. Consistent with the literature on BV infection,13

BV DNA replication is found to start at trepl;on = 6 ± 1 hpi and last
until trepl;off = 18 ± 1 hpi. The replication kinetic constant (krepl) is
estimated to be 0.732 ± 0.081 h�1, corresponding to a BV DNA
doubling time of about 1 h.

Validation of BV infection dynamics

The BV infection component of the model is validated by comparing
the model prediction of the total intracellular and extracellular BV
DNA copies with the experimental measurements during a batch
infection reported by Vieira et al.41 (Figure 2). In the first stage of
the infection, BVs pass from the extracellular medium to the intracel-
lular environment, where they are, in part, degraded in lysosomes. As
a result, the total intracellular BV DNA level slightly decreases until
DNA replication starts at trepl;on. Soon after replication onset, the
nascent BV DNA becomes predominant over the BV DNA that
entered the nucleus following cell binding and trafficking. The BV
DNA level increases during replication up to five orders of magnitude,
increasing from the few units that primarily infected each cell up to
104–105 BV DNA copies per cell. The stochastic biological variability
of trepl;off has a larger influence on the BV DNA level at the end of
replication than the BV DNA level at replication onset (Figures 2
and S2). Replication stops at the onset of the very late infection stage,
during which budding occurs. Only a small fraction (1%–10%) of the
replicated BV DNA is released as budded virus,13,29,39 but it is often
sufficient to propagate the infection to (potentially remaining) unin-
fected cells in the culture medium.

AAV production dynamics

Transcription and translation

The model considers expression through the intermediate steps of
transcription and translation of the AAV structural proteins and of
the non-structural proteins Rep52 and Rep78, whose genes are car-
ried in the recombinant BVs. If BV promoters are included in the
ITR/GOI cassette of the goiBV,19,20 then the model can account for
expression of the transgene as an additional protein that competes
with the structural and non-structural AAV proteins for the host
macromolecular synthetic machinery. The promoters commonly
used in the BEVS for expressing the AAV proteins for rAAV produc-
tion (Figure 1A) are the A. californica polh and p10 promoters10,19,20

and the IE1 and DIE1 promoters derived from a related BV, Orgyia
pseudotsugata MNPV (OpMNPV).19 While the polh and p10 pro-
moters are active in the very late infection stage, the IE1 promoter
rapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 30 September 2023 125
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Table 1. Model parameters

Symbol Value 95% CI Unit Parameter Source

Cell growth and death dynamics

kdeath;cap 0 – h�1 infected cell death kinetics: effect of rAAV capsids estimated from literature data37

kdeath;DNA 2.9 � 10�3 (2.5 � 10�3, 3.3 � 10�3) h�1 infected cell death kinetics: effect of BV DNA estimated from literature data37

kdeath;rep 0 – h�1 infected cell death kinetic constant: effect of Rep78 estimated from literature data37

kdeath;T 8 � 10�5 (6 � 10�5, 1 � 10�4) h�1 uninfected cell death kinetic constant from literature31

m 2.8 � 10�2 (2.7 � 10�2, 2.9 � 10�2) h�1 uninfected cell growth kinetic constant from literature31,38

tdeath 24 (22, 26) hpi switch from uninfected to infected death kinetics estimated from literature data37

Binding and transport to the nucleus

kbind0 6.3 � 10�7 (5.2 � 10�7, 7.4 � 10�7) mL cell�1 h�1 uninfected cell binding kinetic constant estimated from literature data32

kint 0.60 (0.48, 0.72) h�1 BV internalization kinetic constant from literature29

bbind 0.149 (0.120, 0.178) h�1 infected cell binding decay kinetic constant estimated from literature data32

h 0.50 (0.45, 0.55) – percentage of BV rerouted to lysosomes from literature29

tbind 1.8 (1.3, 2.3) h�1 infected cell binding decay onset estimated from literature data32

BV replication

krepl 0.732 (0.651, 0.8130) h�1 BV replication kinetic constant estimated from literature data39

trepl;on 6 (5, 7) hpi BV replication onset time estimated from literature data39

trepl;off 18 (17, 19) hpi end of BV replication estimated from literature data39

BV release

krel 9.8 (8.3, 11.3) PFU cell�1 h�1 budded BV release kinetic constant from literature31

trel;on 18 (16, 20) hpi budded BV release onset time from literature31

trel;off cell death – – end of budded BV release from literature31

Transcription

kDIE1 60.79 (60.41, 61.17) nt cell�1 h�1 DIE1 promoter transcription kinetic constant estimated from literature data40

kpolh 607.90 (604.10, 611.68) nt cell�1 h�1 polh promoter transcription kinetic constant estimated from literature data41

kp10 518.53 (518.02, 519.04) nt cell�1 h�1 p10 promoter transcription kinetic constant estimated from literature data41

tDIE1 8 (6, 10) hpi DIE1 promoter transcription onset from literature13

tpolh 18 (16, 20) hpi polh promoter transcription onset estimated from literature data41

tp10 15 (14, 16) hpi p10 promoter transcription onset estimated from literature data41

ttranscr;off 38 (36, 40) hpi time of transcription halt for all promoters estimated from literature data41

Translation

ktransl 2.94 � 109 (2.78 � 109, 3.11 � 109) nt cell�1 h�1 translation kinetic constant estimated from literature data37

Ktransl 2.74 � 104 (2.61 � 104, 2.87 � 104) mRNA cell�1 MM constant for translation estimated from literature data37

Vector genome amplification

kampl 3.63 � 107 (3.11 � 107, 4.25 � 107) nt cell�1 h�1 vector genome amplification kinetic constant estimated from literature data37

Kampl 9.39 � 106 (8.52 � 106, 1.03 � 107) Rep78 cell�1 MM constant for vector genome amplification estimated from literature data37

Vector genome encapsidation

kencaps 831.09 (750.15, 920.76) nt LS�1 h�1 vector genome encapsidation kinetic constant Estimated from literature data37

Kencaps;coeff 5 – Rep52 cell�1 coefficient for MM constant for encapsidation fixed

Degradation

kd;V 7 � 10�3 (1 � 10�3, 1.3 � 10�2) h�1 extracellular BV degradation kinetic constant from literature31

kd;DNA 0.01 – h�1 non-encapsidated vector genome degradation
kinetic constant

estimated from literature data42

kd;GFP 3.2 � 10�3 (2.8 � 10�3, 3.6 � 10�3) h�1 GFP degradation kinetic constant estimated from literature data42

kd;rep 0.03 (0.02, 0.04) h�1 Rep proteins degradation kinetic constant estimated from literature data40,38

kd;mRNA 0.0610 (0.0597, 0.0623) h�1 mRNA degradation kinetic constant estimated from literature data41

MM, Michaelis-Menten.
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Figure 2. Model validation: BV infection dynamics

Shown is validation of cumulative extracellular and intracellular BV DNA concen-

tration: model prediction vs. experimental measurements (data are from Figure 2 of

Vieira et al.41).
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and its partially deleted form, DIE1, present immediate-early tran-
scription onset, as described in the literature.13 The transcription ki-
netics for polh and p10 and the mRNA degradation kinetics are esti-
mated by fitting themodel predictions to experimental measurements
of mRNA concentration in two experiments on virus-like particle
production with the BEVS (Figure S3). Consistent with the litera-
ture,13,20,30,45 the polh promoter (kpolh = 607.89 ± 3.79 transcribed nu-
cleotides per hour per cell [nt h�1 cell�1]) leads to slightly stronger
transcription than the p10 promoter (kp10 = 518.53 ± 0.51 nt h�1

cell�1), and transcription onset from polh (tpolh = 18 ± 2 hpi) is de-
layed a few hours with respect to p10 (tp10 = 15 ± 1 hpi). The polh
and p10 promoters remain transcriptionally active until approxi-
mately ttranscr;off = 38± 2 hpi, consistent with previous reports.30 After
that transcription halts, the mRNA degrades with a half-life of about
10 h (kd;mRNA = 0.061 ± 0.0013 h�1). For theDIE1 promoter, the liter-
ature45 reports that tDIE1 = 6 ± 2 hpi.46 Based on an estimate from
literature data of the relative expression rate between DIE1 and
polh,19,40 the kinetic constant of transcription from DIE1 is modeled
as kpolh = kDIE1/10 = 60.79 nt h�1 cell�1.19,40 The model predictions
are validated for mRNA concentration measurements from a dataset
available in the literature47 (Figure 3A). The data are from a BEVS in
which a recombinant protein expression is transcriptionally regulated
by the polh promoter. BV infection is carried out at low MOI, gener-
ating two infection waves. The model successfully predicts increasing
target transcript concentration during the first wave. A much larger
transcript concentration increase is registered in correspondence
with the polh transcription phase of the second wave, from about
36 (= trel;on + tpolh) to about 56 (= trel;on + ttranscr;off ) hours from pro-
cess onset (considered the time when infectious BVs are added to the
system).

Kinetic parameters for the translation rate of the Rep and Cap tran-
scripts are estimated (simultaneous with vector genome amplification
and encapsidation kinetic parameters; see “parameter estimation
strategy” under materials and methods) using measurement of cap-
Molecular The
sids and rAAV production from nine batch experiments with the
ThreeBac system reported in the study by Aucoin et al.37 The em-
ployed experimental dataset is particularly convenient for this param-
eter estimation exercise because the 9 batches are carried out at
different MOI combinations for the three BVs, providing the model
with orthogonal information. The dataset contains the transducing
particle concentration, as determined by gene transfer assay, rather
than the filled capsid concentration. Before model calibration, the
infective particle concentration is converted into filled capsid concen-
tration by assuming a filled-to-infective particle ratio equal to 1,000 ±
500.20,48 The estimated parameters do not significantly change using a
larger filled-to-infective particle ratio equal to 2,000 ± 1,000 (data not
shown). The successful model validation for quantitative PCR mea-
surements of filled capsid concentration discussed in the next sections
(specifically in section “validation of rAAV production dynamics”)
supports the conversion ratio between infective and filled particles
adopted for the calibration dataset. The estimated cumulative
maximum translation rate for AAV gene transcripts is ktransl =
2.94 � 109 ± 1.67 � 108 nt h�1 cell�1, while the estimated
Michaelis-Menten constant for translation is Ktransl = 2.74 � 104 ±
1.33 � 104 mRNA cell�1. These parameters mean that, according
to the model, in each infected cell, the sum of the translation rate of
the transcripts of (if present) Rep, Cap, and the transgene cannot
exceed about 2.93 � 109 nt h�1. In the absence of competition
(namely, in infected cells in which only one of the genes considered
by the model is present), the translation rate of the relevant transcript
will correspond to half of ktransl when the transcript concentration is
equal to Ktransl .

Capsid synthesis

The model provides a good fit of the total capsid measurements at
72 hpi in all experiments of the calibration dataset (Figure 4A), which
are carried out at different MOI ratios for the three BVs of the
ThreeBac system. The weakest fit is for the batch that starts with
MOI = 1 PFU/cell for each BV, which is the only batch in which
not all cells are infected during the first wave. For this experiment,
slight measurement errors in the MOIs have a large effect on the
model prediction. The experimental measurements validate the
model prediction that the total capsid production is larger for batches
carried out at a larger ratio between theMOI of capBV and the sum of
the MOIs of repBV and goiBV (Figure 4A). The model explains this
trend based on the competition between Rep, Cap, and the transgene
for expression. For instance, in the four experiments starting with
MOI = 9 for capBV, the largest capsid production is achieved when
MOI = 1 PFU/cell for repBV and goiBV. Conversely, the lowest
capsid production is achieved when MOI = 9 PFU/cell for repBV
and goiBV. The capsid production of the two batches in which the
sum of the MOIs of repBV and goiBV is 10 (i.e., MOI = 9 PFU/cell
for repBV and MOI = 1 PFU/cell for goiBV and vice versa) lies be-
tween these two extremes. The model prediction of the capsid con-
centration is additionally validated by experimental data collected
in house for rAAV-5 production with the TwoBac system (Figure 3B)
and by an experimental dataset reported in the literature for rAAV-2
production in the ThreeBac system (Figure 3C). The MOI (PFU/cell)
rapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 30 September 2023 127
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used in both experiments is sufficiently large to infect all cells with one
wave. The capsid concentration profile predicted by the model is
aligned to experimental measurements. No capsids are present in
the system until about 20 hpi; shortly after that, the polh promoter
of the Cap cassette becomes active (tpolh = 18 h). The capsid concen-
tration rises quickly until about 40 hpi. At that point, the capsid syn-
thesis rate decreases because of a halt in transcription (ttranscr;off =
38 h) and loss of cell viability. Almost no capsids are produced after
72 hpi because of low mRNA levels (Figure 3A) and viability. No
significant capsid degradation is registered, validating the model
hypothesis.

Rep protein synthesis

The model predictions of Rep52 and Rep78 levels in TwoBac and
ThreeBac systems are validated by experimental datasets from the
literature (Figures 3D and 3E). The good agreement between model
predictions and measurements is particularly interesting for
TwoBac because the model parameters for Rep expression have
been estimated on data collected in the ThreeBac system.37 This result
validates the model hypothesis that the dynamics of transcription
from the Rep52 polh promoter in ThreeBac and from the Rep polh
promoter in TwoBac are the same and that the translation dynamics
are equivalent in the two systems. In the TwoBac process (Figure 3D),
Rep52 and Rep78 are present at similar levels.20 The level of Rep pro-
teins starts rising around 20 h from process onset, shortly after initi-
ation of transcription from the polh promoter of the Rep cassette, and
peaks at about 60 h from process onset, corresponding with the end of
transcription for the second wave of infected cells. After that point,
Rep proteins degrade with a half-life of about 20 h (kd;rep =
0.03 h�1, estimated using data from the literature38,40). In the
ThreeBac process, the Rep52 level follows the same trend as in
TwoBac (Figure 3E) because Rep52 is also expressed through the
polh promoter in this case (Figure 1). The level of Rep78 is much
lower because its expression is regulated by the weaker DIE1 pro-
moter. The earlier onset of transcription from DIE1 with respect to
polh is not enough to compensate for the difference in strength of
the promoters. Actually, a low BV DNA level is registered before
18 hpi (Figure 2), when transcription is active from DIE1 but not
active from polh.

Vector genome amplification

Rep78 activities are critical for vector genome amplification.8 Hence,
vector genome amplification cannot start until Rep78 has been ex-
pressed, and the overall process can be limited by a Rep78 defi-
ciency.27 To directly estimate the extent of this limitation in the
BEVS, vector genome amplification is implemented in our model
through Michaelis-Menten kinetics. From the calibration dataset,37

the maximum vector genome amplification rate (in the absence of
Figure 3. Model validation: intermediates dynamics

(A) mRNA concentration. Data are from Figure 7 (AcNPV-Bgal) of Mitchell-Logean and M

experiment. (C) Total rAAV capsids (ThreeBac, rAAV-2). Data are from Figure 5 of Meghr

(ThreeBac, rAAV-5). Data are from Figure 4 of Urabe et al.46 (F) Non-encapsidated vecto

et al.42
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Rep78 limitation) is estimated to be kampl = 3.63 � 107 ±

5.72 � 106 nt cell�1 h�1. The Michaelis-Menten constant is equal
to Kampl = 9.38 � 106 ± 9.10 � 105 Rep78 cell�1 (number of Rep78
proteins per cell). Experimental data42 show that the non-encapsi-
dated vector genome degrades with a half-life of about 70 h
(kd;DNA = 0.01 h�1). The vector genome amplification kinetics pre-
dicted by the model are validated for experimental measurements
from the literature (Figure 3F).42 Data were collected during repBV
infection of insect cells stably transfected with an ITR-flanked GFP.
No vector genome was encapsidated during the experiment because
Cap was not introduced in the host. Even though the model param-
eters were estimated from ThreeBac experiments, the model accu-
rately predicts the experimentally measured maximum level of vector
genome in the stable cell line infection (z8 � 104 copies per cell,
achieved about 3 days post infection [dpi]). The (non-encapsidated)
vector genome copy number starts growing at about 25 hpi, corre-
sponding to the time when the level of Rep78 starts to increase during
repBV infection (Figure 3E). The vector genome copy number peaks
at about 80 hpi and then starts declining because of DNA degrada-
tion. The ITR-flanked GFP cassette stably transfected in the cell
line used in the experiment contains a p10 promoter for transgene
expression in insect cells. The measured concentration of GFP during
the experiment is well predicted by the model (Figure 3G). When the
vector genome is amplified in sufficient numbers (i.e., at about
25 hpi), GFP is detected in the system. Mimicking the vector genome
amplification dynamics, the GFP synthesis rate peaks about 3 dpi.
Additional validation of the vector genome amplification rate pre-
dicted by the model is shown in Figure S4.

Vector genome encapsidation

Vector genome encapsidation is the last step of rAAV particle forma-
tion. From the calibration dataset,45 the encapsidation kinetic con-
stant is estimated to be kencaps = 831 ± 85 nt h�1 limiting species
for encapsidation (LS)�1, where the LS is the species between empty
capsids and the non-encapsidated vector genome that has a lower
concentration in the cell (Equation 36). The model provides a good
fit of the filled capsid production at the end of the batch for the
nine ThreeBac experiments from the literature used for model cali-
bration (Figure 4B). The model simulation also resembles the inter-
mediate data collected during the experiments, not used for model
calibration (Figure S5), and the corresponding viability profile (Fig-
ure S6). The largest rAAV production is achieved in the experiment
carried out at the highest MOI (= 9 PFU/cell) for all the three BVs,
according to the model and the experimental measurements. All ex-
periments for which an MOI = 9 PFU/cell was used for repBV
achieved similar rAAV production levels, independent from the
MOIs of capBV and goiBV, highlighting the important role of Rep
proteins in production of filled capsids. The model predicts a small
urhammer.47 (B) Total rAAV capsids (TwoBac, rAAV-5). Data are from an in-house

ous et al.40 (D) Rep (TwoBac, rAAV-2). Data are from Figure 2 of Smith et al.20 (E) Rep

r genome. Data are from Figure 3A of Li et al.42 (G) GFP. Data are from Figure 3B of Li
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Figure 4. Model fit to the ThreeBac dataset used for model calibration

Shown is themodel fit to the ThreeBac dataset (rAAV-2) used for estimation of ktransl ,

Ktransl , kampl , Kampl, and kencaps: model predictions (circles) and experimental data

(bars). Error bars refer to experimental data. (A) Total rAAV capsids at 72 hpi. Data

are from Figure 3 of Aucoin et al.37 (B) Filled rAAV capsids at 96 hpi. The reported

experimental data are obtained bymultiplying the infective viral particle titer reported

in Figure 2A of Aucoin et al.45 by a factor of 1,000. (C) Filled-to-empty capsid ratio.
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increase in full rAAVs for experiments that have a larger MOI of
goiBV (under the same MOI conditions for capBV and repBV).
The percentage of filled particles (Figure 4C) increases significantly
with the ratio between the MOI of repBV and the MOI of capBV.
For instance, the two batches with the lowest ratio between repBV
MOI and capBV MOI (= 1/9) have the lowest ratio of filled capsids,
according to model and experimental measurements, even though
they lead to the largest total capsid production. The two batches
with the largest ratio between repBV MOI and capBV MOI (= 2)
have the largest ratio of filled to total capsids. The percentage of filled
particles alsomodestly increases with theMOI of goiBV (at fixedMOI
for capBV and repBV).
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Validation of rAAV production dynamics

Model validation for the BV infection compartment (Figure 2) and
for the intermediates of rAAV production (Figure 3) is discussed
above. This section describes the successful validation of the overall
BV infection and rAAV production model by comparing the model
prediction of the filled capsid concentrations with in-house data
collected on the TwoBac system and with measurements from addi-
tional ThreeBac,38 TwoBac,12,20 and OneBac10 literature datasets. In
all considered datasets, the filled capsid concentration is accurately
quantified through PCR.

First, consider a study carried out in the ThreeBac system.38 The
model simulation is well aligned with the experimental measurements
(Figure 5A). A low total MOI (0.3 PFU/cell, corresponding to 0.1
PFU/cell for each BV), compatible with a two-wave infection, was
used in the experiment. At this low MOI, the likelihood of any cell
co-infecting a cell with the three different BVs is below 0.1%
(Table S1); thus, rAAV produced from the first wave of infected cells
was below the limits of detection. The filled capsid concentration
starts to grow about 45–50 h from process onset, 25–30 hpi for cells
infected in the second wave, with a delay of about 10 h from onset of
capsid synthesis (Figures 3B and 3C). Then the filled capsid concen-
tration increases steadily until it stabilizes about 4.5 days from process
onset because of loss of viability.

All data discussed so far with respect to model calibration and valida-
tion refer to experiments in the ThreeBac system (except for valida-
tion of Rep proteins profiles in TwoBac; Figure 3C). Without any
change to the estimated parameters, TwoBac implementation of the
model predicts the filled capsid concentration measured in an in-
house experiment of rAAV-5 production with the TwoBac system
(Figure 5B). The model predictions are well aligned with the corre-
sponding total capsid concentration (Figure 3C) and viability mea-
surements (Figure S7). The model is further validated for the filled
capsid concentration (Figure 5C) measured in two additional studies
from the literature (Kurasawa et al.12 and Smith et al.20). Despite the
TwoBac system was used under similar experimental conditions
(including initial MOIs [PFU/mL]) in these two studies,12,20 the filled
capsid production per cell achieved by Smith et al.20 is lower than that
obtained by Kurasawa et al.12 The main difference between the two
experimental procedures lies in the goiBV construct. While Smith
et al.20 used the goiBV reported in Figure 1A, the goiBV used by Kur-
asawa et al.12 had a 5% shorter ITR-flanked sequence and included
only the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter (no p10 promoter).
Different viability profiles (not fully reported by the authors) or
lab-to-lab variability, especially in determining BV titers, might
play a role in the production difference between the two studies.
The model explains the increase in rAAV production based on the
difference between the goiBVs used in the two studies. According
to the model, the absence of the strong p10 promoter in the ITR-
flanked sequence of goiBV leads, by itself, to about a 20% increase
in filled capsid production because of an increase in Rep and Cap
expression as a consequence of reduced competition with transgene
expression (as discussed for capsid production; Figure 4A). In
mber 2023



Figure 5. Model validation: rAAV production

(A) ThreeBac (rAAV-2). Data are from Figure 5 of Mena

et al.38 (B) TwoBac (rAAV-5). Data are from an in-house

experiment. (C) TwoBac (rAAV-2). Data are from Table 1

of Smith et al.12,20 and from Figure 3A of Kurasawa

et al.12 Shown are model predictions (bars) and

experimental data (markers). (D) OneBac (rAAV-5). Data

are from Figure 4A (bioreactor) of Joshi et al.10 In all

plots, rAAV concentration [#/cell] is reported as rAAV

concentration in the system [#/mL] normalized by the cell

density at inoculation [cell/mL].
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addition, the model also estimates that the shorter ITR-flanked
sequence can be amplified faster, leading to a corresponding produc-
tion increase of 5%.

Differently from TwoBac and ThreeBac, the Rep and Cap cassettes in
the OneBac system10 are stably integrated in the genome of the insect
cells, and rAAV is produced upon infection using only one BV that
carries the ITR-flanked transgene.21 Recently, Joshi et al.10 achieved
rAAV-5 titers (2.5–3.5 � 1011 filled capsids per mL) with OneBac
higher than demonstrated previously with TwoBac in 1-L-scale bio-
reactors for several rAAV serotypes.11,49 Figure 5D compares the pre-
diction of OneBac implementation of the model for measurements of
filled capsid concentration for a representative experiment from the
study of Joshi et al.10 Although the total rAAV production is under-
estimated, the model successfully describes the main rAAV produc-
tion dynamics and predicts that about 20% of the produced capsids
are filled, as found experimentally.10 This validation, carried out
without any re-estimation of the model parameters, is particularly
challenging because the Rep and Cap integrated in the cells of
OneBac have many differences with respect to those in the experi-
ments used for model calibration.50 For instance, the Kozak
consensus sequences are different, and Cap comes from AAV-5
rather than AAV-2 as in the experiments considered for model cali-
bration. Interestingly, the rAAV production per cell of the considered
OneBac experiment is comparable with that of ThreeBac (Figure 5A)
and is 3–4 times lower than the production per cell achieved with
TwoBac (Figures 5B and 5C). The high cell density (z1 � 107 cell/
mL) to which cells have been grown in the study by Joshi et al.10 is
the main factor that led to the high titer obtained with OneBac, rather
than a greater productivity per cell compared with TwoBac.
Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clin
Cell growth and death dynamics

Uninfected Sf9 cells have a growth kinetic con-
stant m=2.8 � 10�2 h�131,38 and a low death
kinetic constant (kdeath;T ) of about 8 �
10�5 h�1.31 In turn, BV-infected Sf9 cells do
not undergo mitosis and have an increased death
rate that leads to death of the whole population of
synchronously infected cells in 3–5 dpi.13 It has
been suggested that the death rate of infected cells
is correlated with the concentration in the host of
BV DNA,30 of Rep proteins (known to cause
cytotoxicity in mammalian cells51) and possibly of rAAV capsids
(because of a potential cytolytic effect). Viability measurements (Fig-
ure S6) across the nine batch experiments with the ThreeBac system
carried out by Aucoin et al.37 are used to estimate the correlation of
the death rate of infected cells with the model estimations of the levels
of BV DNA, Rep78, and total rAAV capsids in the cell. The infected
cell viability shows no significant decay until a certain time after infec-
tion (tdeath), corresponding to 24 ± 2 hpi. After that, the death rate is
correlated with the logarithm of the BV DNA concentration, propor-
tionally to kdeath;DNA = 2.9 � 10�3 ± 4 � 10�4 h�1. Interestingly, the
parameter estimation indicates that the death rate is not directly influ-
enced by the concentration of Rep78 (kdeath;rep = 0 h�1). The depen-
dency of the death rate on the rAAV capsid concentration is also
found to be negligible (kdeath;cap = 0 h�1) because it does not improve
the model fit to the cell viability in a statistically significant way, ac-
cording to the Akaike information criterion.52 The estimated param-
eters are generally representative of the death rate dynamics for BV
-infected insect cells13,31 and lead to a good prediction of the viable
cell density concentration measured during an in-house experiment
(Figure S7). These results indicate that the cell death rate is directly
correlated with the BV DNA concentration, while no direct correla-
tion emerges between cell death rate and the concentration of
Rep78 and capsids. Hence, the accelerated death rate experienced
by infected cells appears to be mainly due to expression of BV pro-
teins, while rAAV production does not diminish cell viability.

In silico analysis of the process

The validatedmodel for BV infection and rAAV production is used to
gain insights into the process dynamics. The focus is on TwoBac and
ThreeBac, for which the model has been exhaustively validated, also
ical Development Vol. 30 September 2023 131
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Figure 6. In silico analysis of the process: sample plots

Shown is the in silico analysis of the process: sample plots for TwoBac and ThreeBac, generated with MOI = 3 PFU/cell for each BV and cell density at infection equal to

2� 106 cell mL�1. The 95% confidence interval (CI) of the model prediction for TwoBac is also reported. (A and B) Total concentration in the system: (A) viable coinfected cells

(legend continued on next page)
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with respect to the intermediates. Sample simulation plots for MOI =
3 PFU/cell for each BV and a cell density of 2 � 106 cells mL�1 for
TwoBac and ThreeBac are shown in Figure 6. The plots also report
the 95% confidence interval on themodel predictions for TwoBac, ob-
tained through forward uncertainty propagation by Monte Carlo
sampling (see “Sensitivity analysis and uncertainty propagation” un-
der materials and methods). The corresponding rates for the intracel-
lular reactions that lead to rAAV formation in cells presenting a pro-
ductive coinfection are reported in Figure 7A. A sensitivity analysis of
the model parameters, expressing their relative impact on rAAV pro-
duction for TwoBac, is shown in Figure 7B.

The total concentration in the system of viable cells presenting produc-
tive coinfection and of filled rAAV capsids are reported, respectively, in
Figures 6A and 6B. Most (>80%) cells achieve productive coinfection
for TwoBac and ThreeBac (Figure 6A). A significant viability decrease
is registered starting from 24 hpi, and less than 25% are still viable 3
dpi. As expected, the production of filled rAAV capsids is significantly
larger for TwoBac than for ThreeBac (Figure 6B).

Figures 6C–6L show the intracellular concentration of the intermedi-
ates for rAAV production in viable cells having productive coinfec-
tion. The concentration of BV bound to host receptors (Figure 6C)
peaks at process onset, caused by fast BV binding, followed by inter-
nalization and transport to the nucleus. The copy number of BVDNA
in the nucleus grows moderately in the first phase of the process
because of internalization of the extracellular BV and exponentially
in the replication phase (6–18 hpi; Figures 6D and 7A). From
24 hpi, the cumulative BV DNA copy number in coinfected viable
cells decreases because of loss of cell viability, although the copy num-
ber in cells that are still viable remains approximately constant.

Transcript concentration profiles (Figures 6E–6G) are closely related
to the transcription dynamics of the associated promoters. The con-
centration of all transcripts starts decaying significantly after the halt
of transcription (z 40 hpi) because of mRNA degradation and loss of
cell viability. Cap transcript concentration dynamics in TwoBac and
ThreeBac are similar (Figure 6E), with slightly earlier transcription
onset in TwoBac (p10 promoter) than in ThreeBac (polh promoter).
A single Rep transcript is produced in TwoBac, while Rep52 and
Rep78 are transcribed separately in ThreeBac (Figure 1). Transcrip-
tion of Rep78 (DIE1 promoter) in ThreeBac is much weaker than
Rep transcription (polh promoter) in TwoBac (Figures 6E and 7A).
The GFP transcript reaches a higher level in TwoBac than in
ThreeBac because of the larger amount of template available in
TwoBac as a consequence of stronger vector genome amplification.

Protein levels (Figures 6H–6J) start to rise as soon as transcription of
the corresponding genes is initiated (Figure 7A). Rep52 is less abun-
and (B) filled rAAV capsids. (C–L) Intracellular concentration in viable coinfected cells: (C

nucleus (for each type of BV of the system), (E) Rep transcripts, (F) Cap transcript, (G) tra

Rep78 limitation to vector genome amplification is reported), (J) empty capsids, (K) non-e

viable cell that has a coinfection capable of rAAV production).
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dant in TwoBac than in ThreeBac (Figure 6I) because of the lower
transcript concentration and the weaker translation caused by the
leaky scanning mechanism. On the other hand, the level of Rep78
is much higher in TwoBac than in ThreeBac. The capsid synthesis
rate and the concentration of empty capsids across the batch are
similar for the two systems (Figures 6J and 7A).

The level of free vector genome available for encapsidation is much
lower than the empty capsid levels for TwoBac and ThreeBac
(Figures 6J and 6K). By overlapping the rates of capsid synthesis,
vector genome amplification, and encapsidation in TwoBac (Fig-
ure 7C), the model indicates that the encapsidation rate is controlled
by the amplification rate and that both are significantly lower than
the capsid synthesis rate. Hence, the non-encapsidated vector
genome is an LS for rAAV formation, and vector genome amplifi-
cation is the limiting step within the reaction-transport network.
Comparing the Rep78 level in coinfected cells for the TwoBac sys-
tem with the estimated Michaelis-Menten constant for amplifica-
tion, the model indicates that Rep78 is limiting for vector genome
amplification, also when the uncertainty of the model prediction
is considered (Figure 6I). In TwoBac, encapsidation appears to be
limited only by the availability of a non-encapsidated vector
genome. Model simulation shows that about 90% of the synthesized
vector genome copies are successfully packaged, with most of the re-
maining genomes not being encapsidated because of loss of cell
viability (Figure S8). For ThreeBac, the non-encapsidated vector
availability is even more limiting for rAAV production (Figure 6K)
because of the lower Rep78 level (Figure 6I) and the consequent
lower vector genome amplification and encapsidation rates (Fig-
ure 7C) compared with TwoBac.

The sensitivity analysis for TwoBac also indicates that vector genome
amplification is the limiting step for rAAV production (Figure 7B). Of
all model parameters, the maximum vector genome amplification rate
(kampl) affects rAAV production the most, whereas the Michaelis-
Menten constant for amplification (Kampl) is the sixth parameter in
the ranking. The time of transcription onset from the polh promoter
(tpolh), controlling Rep transcription, is also significantly affecting
production, together with the parameters related to viability (tdeath
and kdeath;DNA). The maximum translation rate (ktransl) is the fifth
parameter in the ranking, while the rest of the parameters that have
a non-negligible effect on production are related, in order of
decreasing importance, to BV DNA replication (trepl;off , kpolh, and
trepl;on), transcription (kpolh and kp10), encapsidation (kencaps), and
Rep protein degradation (kd;rep).

DISCUSSION
Achieving high productivity in rAAV manufacturing is of utmost
importance for successfully delivering gene therapy treatments
) BV bound to the cell surface (for each type of BV of the system), (D) BV DNA in the

nsgene transcript, (H) GFP, (I) Rep proteins (the Michaelis-Menten [MM] constant for

ncapsidated vector genome, and (L) filled capsids. VCC, viable coinfected cell (i.e., a
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Figure 7. In silico analysis of the process: reaction rates and sensitivity analysis

Shown is the in silico analysis of the process: reaction rates and sensitivity analysis, generated with MOI = 3 PFU/cell per BV and cell density at infection equal to 2� 106 cell

mL�1. (A) Dynamic trends of reaction rates for TwoBac (continuous line) and ThreeBac (dashed line) in viable cells presenting productive coinfection. (B) Sensitivity of rAAV

production to TwoBac model parameters (Equation 52). (C) Comparison among rates of vector genome amplification, vector genome encapsidation, and rAAV (empty)

capsid synthesis in TwoBac simulation.
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to patients. However, current rAAV manufacturing processes
with mammalian and insect cells present severe limitations in
terms of productivity. In this work, the first model for rAAV pro-
134 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 30 Septe
duction in the Sf9 cell/BEVS is presented and used to investigate
the bottlenecks that limit rAAV production in state-of-the-art
processes.
mber 2023
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A validated quantitative model for BV infection and rAAV

production

The model predictions of rAAV and of intermediate concentrations
are in excellent accordance with experimental measurements
collected in our lab and with experimental datasets reported in the
most significant studies from the literature of rAAV production
with the BEVS. Successful model validation is demonstrated for
TwoBac (Figures 3B, 3D, 5B, 5C, and S7) and ThreeBac experiments
(Figures 3C,3E, 4, 5A, and S4–S6) and, without any additional param-
eter estimation, for experiments using stable cell lines with integrated
ITR/GOI (Figures 3G and 3H) or Rep and Cap (Figure 5D) cassettes.
All parameters pass the 95% confidence t test for parameter precision
of Equation 49 (scores not shown), except for kd;V , which does not
significantly affect rAAV production (Figure 7C). The confidence
intervals of the model predictions (Figure 6) correspond to the
experimental variability measured in the datasets used for model
calibration and validation (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, and S2–S7) and are
generally aligned with the intrinsic biological variability found in
the literature.12,20,23,24,37,38,40 The concentrations of certain intracel-
lular species, such as empty capsids in viable coinfected cells (Fig-
ure 6J), have apparently large 95% confidence intervals at an infection
age greater than 50–60 hpi. However, few cells remain viable at this
infection stage (Figure 6A). Nonetheless, when of interest for specific
applications, the confidence interval of the model predictions having
higher uncertainty could be reduced by re-fitting the model parame-
ters on larger experimental datasets specifically designed for this
purpose.53

Regarding the BV compartment, the model shows good agreement
with experimentally measured BV DNA concentration during infec-
tion (Figures 2 and S2). According to the model, productive coinfec-
tion is achieved in the vast majority of cells forMOI per BV as low as 3
PFU/cell in TwoBac and ThreeBac (Table S1; Figure 6A). Experi-
mental measurements and model analysis show that, in the replica-
tion phase (z6–18 hpi), the BV DNA level grows from the few copies
that infected the host up to z105 copies per cell (Figures 2 and 6D).
The final DNA level at the end of replication seems to be more depen-
dent on the biological variability of trepl;off (Table 1) rather than on
infection conditions such as MOI or cell density (Figure S2). Hence,
experimental and modeling results indicate that, with MOI per BV as
low as 2–3 PFU/cell, rAAV production is not significantly impacted
by unsuccessful or unproductive coinfection or low BV level.

The rAAV production compartment of the model accounts for the
expression of AAV genes through the intermediate steps of transcrip-
tion and translation, for the synthesis of rAAV capsids and of Rep52
and Rep78 proteins, and, finally, for vector genome amplification and
encapsidation. The model is conceived with a plug-and-play struc-
ture, which can simulate gene expression through different gene-pro-
moter arrangements, such as used in TwoBac and ThreeBac (Fig-
ure 1A). The model simulation is successfully validated for mRNA
concentration measurements collected during BEVS experiments
(Figures 3A and S3). The model predictions are also aligned with
respect to experimental concentrations of proteins related to rAAV
Molecular The
production, including the total rAAV capsid concentration (Fig-
ures 3B, 3C, and 4A), Rep proteins (Figures 3D and 3E), and trans-
gene protein (Figure 3G).

Model simulation and experimental results highlight competition be-
tween Cap, Rep, and the transgene for the host translation machinery.
Accordingly, the model estimates that stronger transgene expression
results in reduced rAAV production, as found previously experimen-
tally (Figures 4 and 5B).37 Experimental measurements also validate
the model prediction for the vector genome amplification (Figures 3F
and S4) and encapsidation dynamics, including the predicted rAAV
titer achieved in TwoBac and ThreeBac (Figures 5A–5C). The model
prediction shows a good alignment with measurements of rAAV titer
from one experiment with the OneBac construct reported in the liter-
ature as well (Figure 5D).

Limiting steps for rAAV production

Model simulation for TwoBac shows that, in coinfected cells, the con-
centration of free vector genome available for encapsidation (Fig-
ure 6K) is generally much lower than the concentration of empty cap-
sids (Figure 6J). Hence, the non-encapsidated vector genome is the LS
for rAAV formation, up to the point where the encapsidation rate is
essentially controlled by the amplification rate (Figure 7C). The
model indicates that vector genome amplification is, in turn, limited
by Rep78 (Figures 6I and 7B). According to the model, the vector
genome limitation is stronger in ThreeBac than in TwoBac (Figures 6J,
6K, and 7A) because of weaker Rep78 expression (Figures 6E and 6I)
and consequent weaker vector genome amplification (Figure 7A).
Experimentally, rAAV production in ThreeBac (Figure 5A) is typi-
cally lower than in TwoBac (Figures 5B and 5C). The literature attri-
butes the greater rAAV production in TwoBac to a larger coinfected
cell population, producing rAAVs for a longer period of time prior to
cell death.23 Instead, the model-based analysis indicates that use in
TwoBac of the polh promoter for expressing Rep78, rather than the
weakerDIE1 as in ThreeBac (Figure 1A), plays a main role in achieve-
ment of larger rAAV productivity. Indeed, Rep78 expression has been
found experimentally to be stronger in TwoBac (Figure 3D) than in
ThreeBac (Figure 3E). Additional experiments reported in the litera-
ture confirm that stronger Rep78 expression is correlated with larger
vector genome amplification.37,42

It has been well established that the AAV non-structural Rep proteins
are essential for AAV propagation.8,54,55 The single-stranded linear
DNA virus genome undergoes “rolling hairpin” replication where
the palindromic 30 ITR forms an energetically stable secondary struc-
ture that functions as primer for DNA polymerase extension. The in-
tramolecular replicative intermediate consists of the input template
strand covalently linked to the nascent strand through the ITR. The
AAV p5 Rep proteins (Rep78/68) bind to a repetitive motif
(GCTC) in the A stem of the ITR56,57 and, through ATPase/helicase
activity, exposes the terminal resolution site (trs), a short motif
(50AGT*TGG)58 in a small hairpin at the boundary of the A/D0 region
of the ITR. The tyrosine (Y156)59 within the rolling-circle replication
catalytic pocket forms a phosphodiester with the 50 thymidine
rapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 30 September 2023 135
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(Rep-*T).60 The p5 Rep helicase activities unwind the ITR, transfer-
ring the ITR-Rep nucleoprotein to the nascent strand that now pre-
sents the 30-thymidine as the primer for DNA polymerase extension.
As a result of rolling hairpin replication and terminal resolution, each
complementary strands contain input and newly synthesized DNA.
While the p5 Rep proteins are primarily involved in replication func-
tions as described above, the p19 Rep proteins (Rep52/40) are
required for encapsidation of vector genomes. Mutating the methio-
nine initiation codon to glycine for Rep52/40 did not affect AAV
DNA replication or capsid assembly but resulted in a 100-fold reduc-
tion of infectious virus.61 In the insect-cell-based processes consid-
ered in this work, only Rep78 and Rep52 proteins were present in
the system because the corresponding spliced versions of Rep78
and Rep52, Rep68 and Rep40, respectively, do not form.19,20

The model-based finding that transgene expression limits rAAV pro-
duction because of competition for the host translation machinery is
also supported by experimental evidence (Figure 4A). Hence, reduc-
tion of transgene expression by removing insect cell promoters from
the ITR/GOI cassette in the BEVS can lead to a significant increase in
filled rAAV capsids (although a proportional increase of empty cap-
sids is also expected). For rAAV manufacturing in mammalian cells,
instead, it is challenging to reduce transgene expression without also
losing the therapeutic effect. Following the same rationale, productiv-
ity in the BEVS can be enhanced by reducing or suppressing expres-
sion of BV genes not useful for production of rAAV or budded BV.

The model indicates that encapsidation and Rep52 deficiency are not
limiting rAAVproduction inTwoBac andThreeBac.Model simulation
for TwoBac, in which amplification is more effective (Figure 7A) and
Rep52 is more strongly expressed (Figure 6I), shows that roughly
90% of the vector genomes are effectively encapsidated, with the re-
maining 10%of vector genomes not being packaged for loss of viability
(Figure S8). The Michaelis-Menten coefficient expressing Rep52 limi-
tation to packaging (Kencaps;coeff ) is also found to have a negligible sensi-
tivity on rAAV production (Figure 7B). Experimentally, repBV infec-
tion in a stable cell linewith integrated ITR/GOI leads to vector genome
amplification (Figure 3F) up to levels similar tofilled capsid production
in ThreeBac (Figure 5A) when the competition between Rep and Cap
for expression (occurring in ThreeBac but not in the stable cell line
experiment) is accounted for. This experimental finding further sup-
ports the model-based result that encapsidation and Rep52 are not
limiting filled capsid production in TwoBac and ThreeBac.

Regarding OneBac, the model suggests that the low filled capsid pro-
duction per cell (Figure 5D) is also due to low vector genome ampli-
fication in this case. Rep78 limitation to vector genome amplification
also emerges for OneBac. The ratio between the integrated Cap and
Rep gene copies per cell in the experiment has been measured to be
about 10:1,10 which, the model indicates, is not optimal for achieving
a large filled-to-empty capsid ratio (Figure 4). However, model vali-
dation has not been carried out for OneBac as exhaustively as for
TwoBac and ThreeBac, and a more detailed analysis would be needed
to draw reliable conclusions on production bottlenecks in OneBac.
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Maintaining high cell viability for as long as possible during BV infec-
tion is crucial for achieving large rAAV titers (Figure 7B). Model fit to
viability measurements (Figure S6) indicates that the cell death rate is
correlated with the number of BV DNA copies in the cell with a log-
arithmic dependence. Rep78 concentration does not appear to signif-
icantly affect viability, in contrast to what has been found in mamma-
lian cells.51 The cytolytic effect of rAAV capsids is also found to be
negligible in the considered experimental datasets. The result that
neither Rep nor Cap expression contributes significantly to the death
rate of infected Sf9 cells is consistent with the literature finding that,
following passage amplification, the titers of repBV, capBV, and
goiBV are similar.62

Model limitations

Although the model accurately reproduces several experimental data-
sets from the literature, the following limitations must be considered.
The model has been constructed and calibrated based on the recom-
binant BV constructs introduced in Urabe et al.19 and Smith et al.20

Model accuracy is not guaranteed for potential constructs that present
a substantially different expression profile for the BV proteins that are
not explicitly considered by the model. Nonetheless, the model can be
rearranged to simulate constructs presenting the same BV backbone
of those considered in this work, but a different configuration of
foreign genes expressed through the polh, p10, or DIE1 promoters.
Promising validation results have been obtained for data collected
on a OneBac system.10 A more complete model validation, including
additional datasets and measurements of intermediates concentra-
tion, is needed to assess whether the model predictions in OneBac
are consistently as accurate as proved for TwoBac and ThreeBac.
Additionally, the parameters of the model have been estimated for
production of rAAV-2. Different serotypes might present different
dynamics for the steps of the reaction-transport network that involve
the intervention of Rep and Cap proteins from rAAV serotypes other
than AAV-2. Although the model was demonstrated to be able to
track production dynamics for rAAV-5 in our in-house experiment
(Figures 3B and 5B) and in experiments from the literature
(Figures 3E and 5D), re-estimation of the parameters associated
with vector genome amplification and encapsidation might be neces-
sary to improve the accuracy of model predictions for other serotypes.
Substrate and metabolite limitations because of depletion are not
considered in the model, and neither are the effects of noxious meta-
bolic products and metabolite pool depletion, under the assumption
that the cellular macromolecular synthesis is shut off soon after pro-
cess onset. Although results show that vector genome encapsidation is
not limiting for the considered implementations of the BEVS, encap-
sidation could become limiting with different arrangements of the BV
construct. To simulate these scenarios with the model, a more accu-
rate estimation of packaging kinetics should be conducted, improving
the estimation of Rep52 limitation and, potentially, considering ATP
limitation to encapsidation.63 While the model was validated for data
coming from different laboratories, lab-to-lab variability is expected
to affect the accuracy of themodel predictions. Re-fit of model param-
eters, especially of the viability-related parameters (kdeath;DNA and
tdeath), would be needed to produce the most accurate predictions
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in a specific setup. Finally, for poorly agitated systems, such as hollow-
fiber bioreactors,64 it might be necessary to implement partial differ-
ential equations in themodel to describe the spatial gradients of extra-
cellular species (i.e., cells and virions) in the medium.

rAAV production modeling: Insect cells vs. mammalian cells

Triple transient transfection (here referred to as triple transfection) of
pDNA into mammalian cells (especially human embryonic kidney
293 [HEK293] cells) is the most common alternative to rAAV
manufacturing via the BEVS.7 The reaction-transport network of pro-
cesses based on mammalian and insect cells share several steps27 but
also have many differences that should be accounted for during pro-
cess modeling. First and foremost, insect cell-based processes involve
an infection, which halts cell growth and leads to cell death within a
few days. In contrast, the cell cycle is not initially disrupted following
transient transfection, with only modest loss of viability under suit-
able transfection conditions (plasmid concentrations, reagents, etc.).
This difference is probably the reason why Rep78 cytotoxicity affects
the viability of mammalian cells51 more than of BV -infected insect
cells, as estimated in this work. Other differences between infection
and transient transfection processes involve DNA replication and
infection propagation. BV DNA replicates to high levels upon infec-
tion, whereas the pDNA that enters cells during transient transfection
does not replicate, potentially providing fewer templates available for
transcription. At the same time, BV infection can self-propagate to
uninfected cells through budding, while subsequent transient trans-
fection waves can only occur upon introduction of fresh pDNA
into the culture medium. The genes in the plasmids used for transient
transfection and the genes introduced in recombinant BVs in the
BEVS have inherent differences. While Rep, Cap, and ITR/GOI cas-
settes are present in the construct in both cases, transient transfection
of mammalian cells requires introduction of a helper plasmid, car-
rying genes of a helper virus that is needed for rAAV production.
In the BEVS, instead, the BV itself serves as helper virus, avoiding
the need to introduce additional helper genes into the host. Further-
more, only Rep52 and Rep78 are expressed during rAAV
manufacturing in the BEVS, whereas the spliced proteins Rep40
and Rep68 are also produced in transient transfection. Genes that
lead to rAAV production are expressed in the BEVS through the
BV promoters, while in transient transfection, the promoters of
wild-type AAV are conventionally used. Finally, empty and filled cap-
sids secrete into the cytosol and into the extracellular matrix in
mammalian cells,65 facilitated by specific egress factors.66 No signifi-
cant secretion is registered in insect cells, especially for empty cap-
sids,67 although some vectors are found in the medium with the pass-
ing of time as a result of loss of cell viability. Mammalian and insect
cell processes have different efficiencies for rAAV production. In
transient transfection, the typical filled-to-empty particle ratio is
5%–30%.8,9 In the BEVS, filled particle ratios as high as 50%–80%
have been achieved.11,20,49 Recently, a comprehensive mechanistic
model for rAAV manufacturing via transient transfection of
HEK293 cells has been presented in the literature.27 The model indi-
cated that a temporal lag between capsid synthesis and vector genome
amplification plays a main role in the low efficiency of transient trans-
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fection in mammalian cells. This lag does not occur in insect cell pro-
cesses (Figure 7A), potentially explaining the difference in efficiency
between the two systems. However, given the many differences be-
tween mammalian and insect cells processes, a more thorough differ-
ential model-based analysis should be conducted to understand what
the most critical steps are that originate the efficiency gap.

Conclusions

The current interest in achieving large production of rAAV viral vec-
tors motivates the construction of a mechanistic model suitable for
increasing understanding and to support process optimization. In
this work, a first mechanistic model for rAAV production in the
BEVS is developed. The model quantitatively summarizes datasets
and information from key contributions published in the literature
on the BEVS and on rAAV manufacturing in the BEVS. Successful
validation is achieved for in-house experimental data and for multiple
datasets from the literature of rAAV manufacturing via the BEVS
with the TwoBac and ThreeBac constructs. Validation for one litera-
ture dataset indicates that the model can also explain the dynamics
occurring during rAAV manufacturing with the OneBac construct,
although a more exhaustive validation should be carried out to
confirm the general validity of this result. The model is applied to
analyze the production bottlenecks for TwoBac, currently the most
widely used BEVS construct for rAAV production. The analysis indi-
cates that larger rAAV production can be achieved by inducing stron-
ger vector genome amplification. Stronger Rep expression, especially
for Rep78, can increase the rate of vector genome amplification, ac-
cording to the model estimation. Incidentally, ThreeBac is found to
be even more affected by Rep78 limitation to rAAV production
than TwoBac. Reducing expression of the transgene and of BV genes
non-essential for the process can also lead to increased rAAV produc-
tion by diminishing the competition for Rep and Cap expression. On
the other hand, the model indicates that vector genome encapsidation
and Rep52 limitations do not significantly limit rAAV production in
the considered TwoBac and ThreeBac constructs. Themodel also sug-
gests that productive coinfection, in which binding is not limiting
production, is achieved for an MOI as low as 2 or 3 PFU/cell for
each type of BV. Maintaining large cell viability for as long as possible
during infection is crucial to achieve high rAAV titers. The model-
based analysis indicates that the cell death rate is correlated with
the number of BV DNA copies in the cell with a logarithmic depen-
dence. Differently from transiently transfected mammalian cells, the
viability dynamics of Sf9 cells expressing Rep78 are not different from
the viability dynamics of other BV -infected cells that do not express
Rep78. In future work, the model can be used to design and test in sil-
ico different BV constructs with novel promoter-cassette arrange-
ments, which can potentially lead to enhanced rAAV production.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mathematical model formulation

Overview

For conciseness, the model formulation is first described in detail with
reference to the TwoBac system. The ThreeBac and stable cell lines
implementations of themodel used for generating the results reported
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in this article are discussed in dedicated sections below. The model
equations reproduce the BV infection dynamics and the reaction-
transport network sketched in Figure 1. The model is implemented
in MATLAB (MathWorks, Waltham, MA, USA). In all simulations,
the model equations are solved using the ordinary differential equa-
tion solver ode45 available in MATLAB. The model is developed
for two-wave synchronous infection and considers 9 viable extracel-
lular species (Figure 1B). In addition to the concentrations in the cul-
ture of the repcapBV virion (Vrc), the goiBV virion (Vgoi), and the
viable uninfected cells (T), the model tracks the concentrations of
viable infected and coinfected cells Ij, considering cells infected by re-
pcapBV (first wave, j = rc1; second wave, j = rc2), by goiBV (first wave,
j = goi1; second wave, j = goi2), and of viable coinfected cells (first
wave, j = co1; second wave, j = co2). The concentration of all extracel-
lular species in the system is assumed to be homogeneous because the
characteristic time for BV binding to cells is significantly larger than
the characteristic time for macroscopic transport in the systems
considered in this work.29,68 The model accounts for 13 intracellular
species Xj or each type j of viable infected and coinfected cells. The
intracellular species Xj are (Figure 1C) as follows: receptor-bound re-
pcapBV (Brc;j), receptor-bound goiBV (Bgoi;j), repcapBV DNA in the
nucleus (vDNArc;j), goiBV DNA in the nucleus (vDNAgoi;j), Rep tran-
script (mRNArep;j), Cap transcript (mRNAcap;j), transgene transcript
(mRNAgoi;j), Rep52 (Rep52j), Rep78 (Rep78j), non-encapsidated vec-
tor genome (GOIj), transgene protein (GFPj), rAAV empty capsids
(Capsj), and rAAV filled capsids (rAAVj). The transgene protein is
denoted here as GFP because it is the most commonly used transgene
in experiments for process development. The extension to any other
transgene is straightforward. The concentration of all intracellular
species is calculated for each infected and coinfected cell type, even
though not all infections lead to production of the whole set of intra-
cellular species (e.g., Rep proteins are produced only upon repcapBV
infection). This implementation, although not optimal for speed, is
designed to simulate more easily the different BV constructs and
experimental setups analyzed in this study (TwoBac, ThreeBac, and
stably transfected cell lines). Additional equations are set up for
tracking the concentration of nonviable cells and of the respective
intracellular species content. In these equations, not detailed for
sake of conciseness, the only phenomenon that is accounted for is
the degradation of intracellular species (with the same kinetics as in
viable cells). Denoting with Xj the cumulative concentration in the
system of an intracellular species across a given class j (#/mL), the to-
tal concentration in the system of a given intracellular species X is
calculated as

X =
X
j

Xj +Xnonviable (Equation 1)

where Xnonviable is the cumulative concentration of the considered spe-
cies in nonviable cells. The phenomena considered by the model are:
BV binding, BV transport to the nucleus and replication, release of
budded BV, transcription and translation of AAV genes, rAAV
capsid formation, Rep protein synthesis, vector genome amplifica-
tion, and vector genome encapsidation (Figure 1C). BV infection pre-
sents an early (0–6 hpi), a late (6–18 hpi), and a very late (>18 hpi)
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stage, characterized by activation of different reactions and mecha-
nisms within the infected cell. For instance, phenomena such as
DNA replication and budding occur only in the late and very late
stages, respectively (Figure 1C). Because the model considers syn-
chronous infection, the infection age of the first wave of infected
and coinfected cells is set to the time that passed from process onset,
whereas the infection age of the second wave is the time from onset of
budding for the first wave (trel). For simplicity, the remainder of this
discussion drops the two-wave notation, and the model is presented
for a one-wave scenario without any loss of generality. The notation
for infected and coinfected cells Ij and for the concentration of the
respective intracellular species Xj becomes j˛ frc;goi; cog.

Cells, virions, and binding

The balance for uninfected cells is

dT
dt

= mT � kbind0T
�
Vrc +Vgoi

� � kdeath;TT (Equation 2)

where m, kbind0, and kdeath;T are, respectively, the growth, binding, and
death kinetic constants of uninfected cells. Baculovirus-infected cells
do not undergo mitosis,13 and their balances are

dIrc
dt

= kbind0TVrc � kbindIrcVgoi � kdeath;rcIrc (Equation 3)

dIgoi
dt

= kbind0TVgoi � kbindIgoiVrc � kdeath;goiIgoi (Equation 4)

dIco
dt

= kbind
�
IrcVgoi + IgoiVrc

� � kbindIgoiVrc � kdeath;coIco

(Equation 5)

where kdeath;j is the equivalent death kinetic constant of infected cells
(for j˛ frc;goi; cog), and kbind is the equivalent binding kinetic con-
stant for infected cells, which decays with the infection progress as13,69

kbind =

�
kbind0; for tinf < tbind
kbind0exp

�� bbind

�
tinf � tbind

� �
; for tinf R tbind

(Equation 6)

where tinf is the infection age, bbind is the binding decay kinetic con-
stant, and tbind is the binding decay onset. The death rate of infected
cells is faster than for uninfected cells, and most cells become nonvi-
able between 3 and 5 dpi.13,31 The equivalent death kinetic constant of
infected cells is modeled by

kdeath;j =

8<
:

kdeath;T ; for tinf < tdeath
kdeath;DNA log

�
vDNArc;j + vDNAgoi;j

�
+

kdeath;rep log
�
Rep78j

�
+ kdeath;cap log

�
Capsj + rAAVj

�
for tinf R tdeath

(Equation 7)
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where tdeath is the infection age of switching from uninfected to in-
fected cell death kinetics, and the parameters kdeath;DNA, kdeath;rep,
and kdeath;cap are kinetic constants relating kdeath;j to intracellular con-
centrations of BV DNA, Rep78, and rAAV capsids. Literature studies
suggest that the concentration of these intracellular species might
be correlatedwith the accelerated death rate of infected cells.30,51How-
ever, following the parameter estimation findings reported under
results (specifically in section “cell growth and death dynamics”),
the effect of Rep and Cap expression on kdeath;j can actually be ne-
glected (kdeath;DNA = kdeath;rep = 0), and Equation 7 is simplified as

kdeath;j =

�
kdeath;T ; for tinf < tdeath
kdeath;DNAlog

�
vDNArc;j + vDNAgoi;j

�
for tinf R tdeath

(Equation 8)

The balances for the BV virions are

dVrc

dt
= rrel;rc � kbind0VrcT � kbindVrc

�
Irc + Igoi + Ico

� � kd;VVrc

(Equation 9)

dVgoi

dt
= rrel;goikbind0Vgoi � kbindVgoi

�
Irc + Igoi + Ico

� � kd;VVgoi

(Equation 10)

where kd;V is the degradation kinetic constant for BV, and rrel;rc and
rrel;goi are the cumulative release rates of repcapBV and goiBV from
infected cells, respectively. The release rates are given by

rrel;i =

8>><
>>:

0; for tinf < trel;on

krel
X

j˛ frc;goi;cog

vDNAi;jP
k˛ frc;goig

vDNAk;j
; for tinf R trel;on

(Equation 11)

for i ˛ frc; goig, where krel is the release kinetic constant, and trel is
budding onset time. The formulation of Equation 11 assumes that in-
fected cells release afixed number of virions per unit of time during the
very late stage and that, in the case of coinfection, virion production is
split between repcapBV and goiBV, proportional to the respective
DNA copies in the cell. Although the literature approximately agrees
on the values of krel = 9.8 ± 1.5 PFU cell�1 h�1 and trel;on = 18 ±

2 hpi,13,31 different works suggest different endpoints for budded virus
release, ranging fromz35 hpi29 up to cell death occurrence.31 For our
model, the latter option is chosen (Equation 11). Because the model
developed in this work considers only systems in which all cells are in-
fected during the first or second synchronous infection waves, the
budding end time does not practically affect the model simulation.

Transport to nucleus and replication

As for all intracellular species, the balances for the BV bound to the
receptors of viable infected cells are formulated in terms of cumulative
concentration in the system:
Molecular The
dBrc;rc

dt
= Vrcðkbind0T + kbindIrcÞ � Brc;rc

�
kint + kdeath;rc + kbindVgoi

�
;

(Equation 12)

dBgoi;goi

dt
= Vgoi

�
kbind0T + kbindIgoi

� � Bgoi;goi

�
kint

+ kdeath;goi + kbindVrc

�
:

(Equation 13)

where kint is the kinetic constant for internalization. Equations 12 and
13 include a source term, accounting for BV binding, and a sink term,
accounting for internalization, loss of viability, and for the amount of
receptor-bound BV that passes from the infected to the coinfected
cells balance consequently to cell coinfection. The balances for the
BV bound to the receptors of viable coinfected cells present analogous
contributions:

dBrc;co

dt
= kbind

�
Vrc

�
Igoi + Ico

�
+ Brc;rcVgoi

� � Brc;coðkint + kdeath;coÞ;
(Equation 14)

dBgoi;rc

dt
= kbind

�
VgoiðIrc + IcoÞ + Bgoi;goiVrc

� � Bgoi;coðkint + kdeath;coÞ:
(Equation 15)

The balances for the viral DNA in the nucleus are

dvDNArc;rc

dt
= hkintBrc;rc � vDNArc;rc

�
kbindVgoi + kdeath;rc

�
+ kreplfreplvDNArc;rc;

(Equation 16)

dvDNAgoi;goi

dt
= hkintBgoi;goi � vDNAgoi;goi

�
kbindVrc + kdeath;goi

�
+ kreplfreplvDNAgoi;goi;

(Equation 17)

dvDNArc;co

dt
= hkintBrc;co + kbindVgoivDNArc;rc � kdeath;covDNArc;co

+ kreplfreplvDNArc;co;

(Equation 18)

dvDNAgoi;co

dt
= hkintBgoi;co + kbindVrcvDNAgoi;goi � kdeath;covDNAgoi;co

+ kreplfreplvDNAgoi;co;

(Equation 19)

where h is a coefficient accounting for BV degradation in lysosomes
during trafficking to the nucleus, krepl is the BV DNA replication ki-
netic constant, and frepl is the activation function for BV replication.
Following the BV infection dynamics:13

frepl =

�
0; for tinf < trepl;on
1; for tinf R trepl;off

(Equation 20)
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Beside DNA replication, the source contribution of Equations 16–19
accounts for internalization. As for receptor-bound BV (Equations
12–15), Equations 16–19 present a contribution that factors out of
the balance the BV DNA in cells that become nonviable and a contri-
bution that moves the viral DNA content of infected cells that, at a
given time, become coinfected from the infected cell balance to the co-
infected cell balance. The latter contribution is necessary for closure
because binding, even though weak, can still occur at replication
onset, and a cell infected by only one of the two BVs might obtain co-
infection status after having already started BV replication. This
contribution does not appear in the balances of the other intracellular
species that are presented in the following discussion because, when
they form, BV binding is weak or not happening anymore, preventing
the flux of intracellular species from infected to coinfected cell
balance.

Transcription and translation

The model includes equations for expression of Rep52, Rep78, viral
proteins, and the transgene. Transgene expression is explicitly consid-
ered because it can potentially reduce the total host expression capa-
bility available for AAV structural and non-structural proteins. All
other proteins that are expressed during BV infection are not featured
in the model because they are not expected to directly affect rAAV
production. In case their expression might indirectly affect rAAV
production (e.g., by sharing limited transcription factors with Rep
or Cap promoters), such an effect would not significantly vary across
the considered experimental conditions, and it would already be ac-
counted for in the regressed model parameters.

The transcription of a generic gene g located in the DNA of a BV of
type i in the nucleus of infected cell of type j is modeled by

dmRNAg;j

dt
=

kl
ntg

flvDNAi;j �
�
kd;mRNA + kdeath;j

�
mRNAi;j

(Equation 21)

where kl is the transcription kinetic constant for promoter l associated
with gene g, fl is the activation function for transcription from pro-
moter l, ntg is the number of nucleotides of gene g, and kd;mRNA is
the degradation kinetic constant for mRNA. As in the balances for re-
ceptor-bound BV (Equations 16–19) and nuclear viral DNA (Equa-
tions 16–19), Equation 21 accounts for the decrease of the total level
in the system of mRNA available for translation because of loss of cell
viability. For TwoBac, Equation 21 becomes

dmRNArep;j

dt
=

kpolh
ntrep78

fpolhvDNArc;j �
�
kd;mRNA + kdeath;j

�
mRNArep;j

(Equation 22)

dmRNAcap;j

dt
=

kp10
ntcap

fp10vDNArc;j �
�
kd;mRNA + kdeath;j

�
mRNAcap;j;

(Equation 23)
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dmRNAgoi;j

dt
=

kp10
ntgoi

fp10vDNAgoi;j �
�
kd;mRNA + kdeath;j

�
mRNAgoi;j:

(Equation 24)

The activation functions for the polh and p10 promoters are

fpolh =

�
0; for tinf < tpolh or tinf > ttranscr;off
1; for tpolh % tinf % ttranscr;off

(Equation 25)

fp10 =

�
0; for tinf < tp10 or tinf > ttranscr;off
1; for tp10 % tinf % ttranscr;off

(Equation 26)

The translation rate rtransl;g;j for transcript mRNAg;j in cells j is calcu-
lated, in terms of

�
# h� 1mL� 1

�
, with Michaelis-Menten kinetics, ac-

counting for saturation of the host translation machinery:

rtransl;g;j =
ktransl
ntg

mRNAg;j

Ktransl+mRNAg;j
fsat ; (Equation 27)

where ktransl is the translation kinetic constant corresponding to the
maximum translation rate, Ktransl is the Michaelis-Menten constant
for translation, and fsat accounts for competition for translation
among different transcripts:

fsat =

�
1; for Rsat % 1;
1=Rsat ; for Rsat > 1;

(Equation 28)

Rsat =
X
g

mRNAg;j

Ktransl+mRNAg;j
: (Equation 29)

With the formulation of Equation 27, translation spontaneously halts
with mRNA degradation.

The corresponding balances for the Rep proteins for the TwoBac sys-
tem are

dRep52j
dt

=
ktransl

0:5
�
ntrep52+ntrep78

�Ij mRNArep;j

Ktransl+mRNArep;j
fsat

� kd;repRep52j � kdeath;jRep52j

(Equation 30)

dRep78j
dt

=
ktransl

0:5
�
ntrep52+ntrep78

�Ij mRNArep;j

Ktransl+mRNArep;j
fsat

� kd;repRep78j � kdeath;jRep78j;

(Equation 31)

where kd;rep is the degradation kinetic constant for Rep. In Equations
30 and 31, ntg is taken as the average number of nucleotides between
Rep52 and Rep78, following the experimental finding that the leaky
scanning mechanism of TwoBac leads to formation of Rep52 and
Rep78 at a ratio approximately equal to 1:1.20
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The balance for the transgene protein is

dGFPj

dt
=

ktransl
ntgoi

Ij
mRNAgoi;j

Ktransl+mRNAgoi;j
fsat � kd;GFP GFPj � kdeath;jGFPj;

(Equation 32)

where kd;GFP is the degradation kinetic constant for the protein. Un-
der the hypothesis of fast capsid assembly,27,70,71 the viral protein for-
mation and assembly are lumped into a single step. The empty capsid
balance becomes

dCapsj
dt

=
ktransl
60 ntcap

Ij
mRNAcap;j

Ktransl+mRNAcap;j
fsat � kd;GFP GFPj

� kdeath;jCaps � rencaps;j;

(Equation 33)

where rencaps;j is the vector genome encapsidation rate in infected
cells of type j. This equation neglects capsid degradation, following
experimental evidence from the literature,37,40 and considers that
capsid proteins VP1, VP2, and VP3 have the same relative syn-
thesis rate, as assumed in previous models.27 Equation 33 does
not account for empty capsid secretion into the cytosol, following
experimental findings.67 With the passing of time from inocula-
tion, empty and full capsids are found in the medium as a result
of loss of cell viability, although intracellular capsids remain
predominant.11
Vector genome amplification and encapsidation

Rep78 is essential for vector genome amplification.8,72 Vector genome
amplification is modeled through Michaelis-Menten kinetics, ac-
counting for potential Rep78 limitation. The balance for the free vec-
tor genome available for encapsidation is

dGOIj
dt

=
kampl

ntvg
famplIj

Rep78j
Kampl+Rep78j

� �
kd;DNA + kdeath;j

�
GOIj � rencaps;j;

(Equation 34)

where kampl is the kinetic constant for amplification, Kampl is the
Michaelis-Menten constant, ntvg is the number of nucleotides in
the ITR/GOI cassette, fampl is the activation function for amplification,
equal to 1 when at least one template is available for vector amplifica-
tion in the cell and equal to 0 otherwise, and kd;DNA is the degradation
kinetic constant for the non-encapsidated vector genome. Limitations
induced by low levels of template are not considered, following exper-
imental evidence.42

Vector genome encapsidation is mediated by Rep52, which forms
stable intermediate complexes with the empty capsids, and intervenes
in genome packaging.8,73 Rep52 limitation is modeled through
Michaelis-Menten kinetics, imposing the Michaelis-Menten constant
in cells j (Kencaps;j) equal to

Kencaps;j = LSjKencaps;coeff ; (Equation 35)
Molecular The
where Kencaps;coeff = 5, and LSj is the LS for encapsidation in cells j:

LSj = min
�
Capsj;GOIj

�
: (Equation 36)

This modeling choice is based on the 1:1 mapping between Rep52 and
capsids in formation of intermediate complexes during encapsida-
tion,8 assuming that Rep52 is not significantly limiting packaging
when it is present in the cell in concentrations of one or more orders
of magnitude larger than LSj. The resulting encapsidation rate is

rencaps;j =
kencaps
ntvg

LSj
Rep52j

Kencaps;j+Rep52j
: (Equation 37)

The corresponding balance for the filled rAAV capsids is

drAAVj

dt
= rencaps;j � kdeath;jrAAVj: (Equation 38)

ThreeBac modeling

The BV infection dynamics and the reaction-transport network for
ThreeBac are shown in Figure S1. ThreeBac modeling is carried out
with the same rationale adopted for TwoBac, but accounting for the
presence of a third BV for gene delivery and for the different arrange-
ments and promoters of the Rep, Cap, and ITR/GOI cassettes (Fig-
ure 1A). In ThreeBac, there are 6 types of infected and coinfected cells
Ij for each of the two synchronous waves (Figure S1A). Balances for
uninfected and infected cells and for the virions are analogous to
the balances for TwoBac (Equations 2–11). The ThreeBac model ac-
counts for 16 intracellular species, which is three more than for
TwoBac. Two additional intracellular species are related to the pres-
ence of one more type of receptor-bound BV and BV DNA in the nu-
cleus, whereas the third additional species originates from the sepa-
rate transcription of Rep52 and Rep78 in ThreeBac (Figure S1B).
Balances for receptor-bound BV and BV DNA in the nucleus are
developed accordingly to the TwoBac model (Equations 12–20).
The balances for the transcripts are derived from Equation 21, ac-
counting for the promoter-cassette arrangement of ThreeBac:

dmRNArep78;j

dt
=

kDIE1
ntrep78

fDIE1vDNArep;j �
�
kd;mRNA

+ kdeath;j
�
mRNArep78;j;

(Equation 39)

dmRNArep52;j

dt
=

kpolh
ntrep52

fpolhvDNArep;j �
�
kd;mRNA

+ kdeath;j
�
mRNArep52;j;

(Equation 40)

dmRNAcap;j

dt
=

kpolh
ntcap

fpolhvDNAcap;j �
�
kd;mRNA + kdeath;j

�
mRNAcap;j;

(Equation 41)

dmRNAgoi;j

dt
=

kp10
ntcap

fp10vDNAgoi;j �
�
kd;mRNA + kdeath;j

�
mRNAgoi;j;

(Equation 42)
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where kDIE1 is the transcription kinetic constant for the DIE1 pro-
moter, and fDIE1 is the promoter’s activation function:

fDIE1 =

�
0; for tinf < tDIE1 or tinf > ttranscr;off ;
1; for tDIE1 % tinf % ttranscr;off ;

(Equation 43)

Translation; Rep, Cap, and transgene protein synthesis; capsid forma-
tion; vector genome amplification; and encapsidation are modeled as
in the equations for TwoBac (Equations 27–38).

Stably transfected cell line modeling

The model considers two different configurations for rAAV produc-
tion through BV infection of stably transfected cell lines. The first
configuration involves infection with repBV of a cell line with an in-
tegrated ITR/GOI cassette.42 This scenario is directly simulated us-
ing the same implementation of the model used for ThreeBac,
imposing the concentration of goiBV DNA in the nucleus equal
to one copy per cell and the concentration of capBV and goiBV vi-
rions equal to zero. The second configuration involves the OneBac
process, in which goiBV is used to infect a cell line stably transfected
with Rep and Cap cassettes.50 The OneBac process is simulated us-
ing the model implementation for TwoBac, imposing the concentra-
tion of the repcapBV virions equal to zero. In the OneBac experi-
ment considered in this work, weak Rep and Cap amplification is
registered within the cell during BV infection.10 Hence, in Equa-
tion 21, the number of viral DNA templates per cell available for
transcription is set equal to the Rep and Cap copy numbers
measured during the experiment (about 50 and about 450 copies
per cell, respectively).
Parameter estimation strategy

The model has 35 parameters (Table 1). The parameters are esti-
mated through a six-step (steps 1–6; Table S2) approach, as further
detailed in the “Additional information on the parameter estimation
strategy” section in the supplemental information. In all steps except
for step 6 (discussed below), parameter estimation is carried out
through maximum-likelihood estimation in the log space of the
parameters:74

bq = arg min
q

FðqÞ : (Equation 44)

FðqÞ = ðy � y
�ðqÞ Þu V� 1

y ðy � y
�ðqÞ Þ (Equation 45)

where bq is the vector of parameter estimates, y is the vector of mea-
surements, y

�ðqÞ is the vector of model prediction for the measured
variables, and Vy is the measurement covariance matrix. The covari-
ance matrix of the estimated parameters (Vq) is computed through
the Hessian approximation:74

Vq = HðFðbqÞÞ� 1
: (Equation 46)

In each step (again, except for step 6), a multi-start approach with a
sequential quadratic algorithm is used to solve the optimization
142 Molecular Therapy: Methods & Clinical Development Vol. 30 Septe
(Equations 44 and 45) by minimizing the objective function (Equa-
tion 45) locally from 1,000 random starting points. The retained esti-
mated parameters correspond to the parameter set that leads to the
lowest objective function across the 1,000 parameter estimation
runs. For this parameter set, the Hessian for computing Vq (Equa-
tion 46) is evaluated numerically.75 From Vq, 100 ð1 � aÞ% confi-
dence intervals (CIi;100ð1�aÞ%) for each estimated parameter bqi ˛ bq
are calculated as74

CIi;100ð1�aÞ% =

	bqi � t1� a
2;Ny �Nq

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Vqii

p
; bqi + t1� a

2;Ny �Nq

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Vqii

p �
;

(Equation 47)

where t1� a
2;Ny �Nq

is the Student’s t value with a significance level a
and ðNy �NqÞ degrees of freedom, and Vqii is the variance of esti-

mated parameter bqi, equal to the diagonal entry of Vq corresponding

to bqi.
The parameters obtained in steps 1–5 are required to run the param-
eter estimation of step 6 (Table S2). Hence, in step 6, maximum a pos-
teriori estimation is used to propagate the uncertainty in the param-
eters obtained in steps 1–5 to the new set of estimated parameters. At
the same time, the parameters obtained in steps 1–5 are updated
within the maximum a posteriori estimation procedure by leveraging
the experimental information from the dataset considered in step 6. A
multi-start approach with a sequential quadratic algorithm is used to
solve the maximum a posteriori estimation problem (Equations 44
and 48), by minimizing locally, from 1,000 random starting points,
the objective function:74,76

FðqÞ = ðy � y
�ðqÞ Þu V� 1

y ðy � y
�ðqÞ Þ

+
�
q � qprior

�u
V� 1

prior

�
q � qprior

�
;

(Equation 48)

where q includes all the model parameters, qprior contains the values
of the parameters available at the end of step 5, and Vprior is the cor-
responding covariance matrix. The entries of Vprior and qprior cor-
responding to the parameters that are still unknown at step 6
(Table S2) are appropriately set so that their contribution to the sec-
ond term on the right-hand side of Equation 48 is null. The esti-
mated parameters that lead to the lowest objective function across
the 1,000-parameter estimation runs is used to initialize a bootstrap
analysis77 (1,000 samplings), to better characterize the estimated
parameter distribution. The parameters estimated through the boot-
strap analysis are reported in Table 1. The values of the parameters
previously estimated in steps 1–5 do not present any significant
variation in step 6. The bootstrap analysis provides the 95% confi-
dence interval reported in Table 1 for the new estimated parameters
(Table S2). For the parameters that had been previously estimated in
steps 1–5, the (wider) confidence interval previously calculated
through Equation 47 are conservatively retained and reported in Ta-
ble 1, rather than the tighter confidence interval obtained through
bootstrapping in step 6. The statistical significance of all estimated
mber 2023
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parameters is verified with the following t test for parameter
precision:53

bqi
t
1�

a

2
;Ny �Nq

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Vqii

p > t1�a;Ny �Nq
: (Equation 49)

The set of 35 parameters obtained through parameter estimation are
used in the simulations for model validation (Figures 2, 3, 5, S4, and
S7) and for in silico analysis of the process (Figures 6, 7, and S8). The
only exception are the parameters for the infected cell death kinetics
(kdeath;DNA and tdeath), which, for model validation, are re-estimated to
match the viability measurements in each experiment when available.
The resulting parameters (not reported) present a maximum devia-
tion of 50% from the values reported in Table 1, indicating that
viability can be much affected by lab-to-lab variability.

Data are extracted from the figures of the cited literature using
WebPlotDigitizer or ImageJ.
Sensitivity analysis and forward uncertainty propagation

The sensitivity matrix vx
vq of the model states x with respect to the

model parameters q is computed by integrating the sensitivity equa-
tions alongside the model equations:72

dxðtÞ
dt

= f ðxðtÞ; qÞ (Equation 50)

d
dt

	
vx
vq

�
=
vf
vx

vx
vq

+
vf
vq

(Equation 51)

The Jacobians vf
vx and

vf
vq are calculated using the automatic differenti-

ation toolbox ADiGator.78 The normalized cumulative sensitivity
Sxi;qi across the batch of a state xi ˛ x to a parameter qi ˛ q is
computed from

Sxi ;qi =
bq
tf

Ztf
0

vxi
vqi

ðtÞdt (Equation 52)

where tf is the batch duration. The 95% confidence interval of the
model prediction reported in Figure 6 is computed through a forward
Monte Carlo approach with 5� 104 realizations, sampling, for each
realization, a different set of model parameters from the distribution
defined by the parameter estimate and variance matrix (Table 1).

Shake flask production of rAAVs

Cell culture and rAAV production

Sf9 cells were cultured in 30 mL serum-free medium (SFM4Insect,
HyClone, UT, USA) in a 125-mL vented Erlenmeyer flask (Fisher Sci-
entific, NH, USA) placed in an orbital shaker incubator at 27�C and
135 rpm. When the Sf9 cell density reached 1.5 million cells/mL, the
infection was initiated by inoculating the medium, at 1:100 volu-
metric dilution, with insect cells previously infected with goiBV and
insect cells previously infected with repcapBV (obtained as in Cec-
Molecular The
chini et al.11 and stocked at 20 million cells/mL). Cell suspensions
were collected at 24, 48, 72, and 96 hpi. Cell diameter, percentage
viability, and viable cell density were determined by incubating the
cell suspension with an equal part of 0.4% trypan blue (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, MA, USA), followed by quantification using an automated
cell counter (Countess Automated Cell Counter, Thermo Fisher
Scientific).

Vector characterization

Aliquots of the sample 24, 48, 72, and 96 after inoculation were
treated with lysis buffer (20 mM Tris HCl, 1 mMMgCl2 hexahydrate,
and 0.5% Tween 20) supplemented with 20 U/mL Turbonuclease
(Millipore Sigma, MA, USA) for 4 h at 37�C. The cell debris was
removed by centrifugation at 15,000 � g for 20 min at 4�C. The su-
pernatant containing AAV5 particles was collected to quantify the en-
capsidated AAV-5 genome and capsids using droplet digital PCR
(ddPCR) and an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA),
respectively. Samples were diluted with nuclease-free ultrapure water
(Ampliqon, Odense, Denmark) to attain the desired concentration
before setting up the reaction mix. The primers used for the AAV5
vector quantification were as follows: forward, 50 GCAAAGACCC
CAACGAGAAG-30; reverse, 50TCACGAACTCCAGCAGGACC-30.
Samples (2 mL) were mixed with EvaGreen Supermix (Bio-Rad, CA,
USA) along with forward and reverse primers in ddPCR 96-well
plates (Bio-Rad), followed by droplet generation (Qx200 Droplet
Generator, Bio-Rad) into a clean 96-well plate. The plates were sealed
at 180�C for 5 s (PX1 PCR Plate Sealer, Bio-Rad). The PCR reaction
was performed with a thermal cycler (C1000 Touch Thermal cycler,
Bio-Rad), using three steps: enzyme activation (�C, 5 min, 1 cycle),
DNA denaturation (95�C, 30 s, 40 cycles), and primer annealing
(60�C, 1 min, 40 cycles). After thermal cycling, samples were quanti-
fied using a droplet reader (QX200, Bio-Rad) using QuantaSoft soft-
ware. The AAV5 Xpress Titration ELISA Kit (Progen Biotechnik,
Heidelberg, Germany) was utilized to detect the assembled AAV5
capsids. The samples were diluted in the sample buffer supplied in
the kit, and the manufacturer’s protocol was followed to quantify
AAV5 capsids. In brief, the diluted samples were incubated with
anti-AAV5 capture antibodies pre-coated on 96-well plate strips for
20min. Following incubation, biotinylated anti-AAV5 detection anti-
body, streptavidin-peroxidase conjugate, and tetramethylbenzidine
substrate were added sequentially to quantify the AAV-5 capsids.
The absorbance was measured using a standard well plate reader at
450 nm. AAV-5 capsid titer was determined from the standard curve
using a 4-parameter logistic fit (4PL) based on the manufacturer’s
guidelines.

DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY
A MATLAB implementation of the model presented in this manu-
script can be downloaded at the following link: https://github.com/
francescodestro/rAAV_BEVS.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.
1016/j.omtm.2023.05.019.
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